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Introduction
Collaboration is playing an increasingly important role in
scientific research because an individual scholar may not
possess all the expertise and knowledge to address
complex research issues. This work proposes to
investigate the question of whether conference will breed
new scientific collaboration based on the focal closure
theory. Focal closure theory means that new connections
may emerge between people who have joined in the same
community. The basic idea of triadic closure and focal
closure can be seen from Figure 1. Through the analysis of
conference closure on individual and community level, we
show that academic conference can promote new scientific
collaborations, and conferences with more attendees and
higher field ratings bring more new scientific collaborations.
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Simulation and Results

Table 2: Shown the ratios of conference closure at
individual level in next 5 years.

Fig.1 (a) Triadic closure;
(b) Focal closure based on conference.
Methods
Our study utilizes 12 influential conferences in Data
Mining field from the computer science bibliography DBLP.
We first extracted all the authors who have published
papers in these conferences in 2010. The basic features of
selected conferences are presented in Table 1.

Fig.2 Shown the ratios of conference closure at community
level in next 5 years.

Fig.3 Shown the average ratio of conference closure at
community and individual level in different group. Scholars
are grouped according to the papers they published.

Table 1: Statistics of selected conferences in 2010.
Conference closure means that two academic strangers
who have not coauthored before are possibly to collaborate
after attending a same conference. The conference closure
can be studied at two different levels: (i) individual level
and (ii) community level.
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where, N i is the total number of new collaborators of
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scholar i after attending conference , N i is the number
of scholar i 's new collaborators who simultaneously
attend C , and n is the total number of attendees of C .
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Fig.4 Shown the average number of collaborator born of
conference closure of different group in next 5 years.

Conclusion
The theory behind our analysis is that new links may
emerge between people who have joined in the same
community. We verified this phenomenon based on the
behavior of co-attending a conference. In future work, we
will propose new mechanisms to promote scientific
collaboration based on this verified theory.

